
ITECH IP65 round emergency fitting with DALI and 
wireless options 
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The ITECH fitting from TM Technologie is more than just a round emergency bulkhead, the 

aesthetics make it suitable for any area where a round emergency fitting is preferred over the more 

common rectangular bulkhead. 

ITECH fittings are at home not just indoors, these IP65 devices are designed to operate in almost any 

environment from the harshest outdoor and dusty environments to a version suitable for cold stores 

down to -15° C. 

ITECH fittings are provided as standard with a round collar for surface mounting on any wall or 

ceiling, however the collar can be easily removed to allow for a recessed mount so the bezel and 

lens are flush with the surface. 
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If the preference is to have the fitting suspended, then there is an optional fixing kit which allows for 

suspension wires or a centre pole.  

Available in white or black as standard, they can also be ordered in many other RAL colours to match 

your project needs. 
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No matter whether you want to opt for the standard key test version, the auto-test (self-test) 

version or want to integrate with an automatic test addressable system, there is a version for you.  

Connectivity options include DALI, TM-DATA2, Central Battery and wireless. 

There are a number of lumen output options (up to 524lm for the M5 version) and lens options to 

ensure you choose the right emergency light for your application.  As well as the usual open area 

and corridor lenses, there are also options for lower ceilings, higher ceilings together with a final exit 

or fire equipment version which directs most of the light at an angle to better highlight the object or 

exit. 

Recent customers have used these fittings in outdoor apartment walkways and stairwells as well as 

in a prestigious Sheffield hotel refurbishment together with car parks and University buildings, 

showing the wide applications of the ITECH fitting. 
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RDF have a wide range of TM Technologie emergency lights in stock in the UK and also provide 

access to their full range of emergency lights, self-contained systems and smart addressable central 

battery systems for specification projects. See our website for our full range of products including 

our static inverters, legacy DC central battery systems and UPS systems. 

        

Follow us on Instagram and LinkedIn for more regular RDF product updates and news. 

https://rdflightingpowerandcontrol.co.uk/
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